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Things That Were Lost is the new album by 
Ducks!, recorded at residencies at Blitz in 
Malta and Schmiede in Austria, and mixed 
to perfection in the duo's Tiny Lights studio 
in Berlin. Ducks!' third album sees the duo 
augmenting their usual sound-palette of 
battery powered keys, synths, loops and 
beats with a greater emphasis on acoustic 
sounds, including field recordings and 
stringed instruments, from Lani Bagley's 

bass playing to guest Rachel Maio's cello on 'Swerve'. Moodwise, the album ranges from 
surrealist disco and weird house bangers to twinkly dreampop and ambient excursions. 
Connecting it all is a sense of incessant forward motion, reflecting the album's theme; the 
objects, ideas, people and creatures we leave behind on our way to wherever we're going.


Hear Things That Were Lost: 

Preview stream, promo download, or pre-save on Spotify 

Ducks! are singer-songwriter Lani Bagley and ARIA award-winning producer Craig Schuftan. 
The Berlin-based Australians released their debut album Ding Ding Ding in 2016, which was 
long-listed for the AMP (Australian Music Prize). The aquatic follow-up Nak Nak was re-
leased the following year. Besides their album and single releases, Ducks! have made 
soundscapes for art exhibitions and art-world memoirs, mini-musical accompaniments for 
standup comedy shows, and soundtracked BBC Radio 4’s Not a People Person featuring 
Sam Simmons.


Download press photos and artwork here. All images credited to Harriet Richardson.


"Dynamically playful, lyrically they can be brilliantly perplexing, and undeniably magnetic." - Global 

Texan Chronicles 

“... when you sound like a cool mix between Little Dragon and HVOB - there's no other way but loop-

ing that repeat button." - Stereofox  

"Their Ducks! project is joyfully hard to pigeonhole, with a funky psychedelic, electronic pop back-

ground but just as easily able to fall into head-nodding instrumental territory." - Utility Fog, FBi Radio

Ducks! can be found on Spotify, Soundcloud, Bandcamp, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 
Press kit here.
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